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INTRODUCTION 

In 1958, domination as a theoretical area in graph theory was formalized by Berge and Ore [ 

2 ] in 1962.  Let G=(V, E) be a graph.  A set DV is a strong dominating set of G if for 

every vertex Y V-D there is a vertex xD with xyE of  larger or equal degree that is, 

d(X, G) d(x,G).  The strong domination number )(Gst  is defined as the minimum 

cardinality of a strong dominating set and was introduced by Sampathkumar and Pushpa 

Latha [ 1 ] in 1996.  Kulli V.R and Janakiraman.B  [ 6, 5 ] was introduced split dominating 

and non-split dominating number was introduced.  In 2010, K.Ameenal Bibi and 

R.Selvakumar [ 4 ] was introduced the inverse split and non-split domination in graph.  

Moreover in this paper we define strong inverse split and non-split dominating sets are 

introduced and its properties are discussed.  We also introduced the notation of co-edge split 

and non-split dominating sets and study its properties.   

PRELIMINARIES 

Definition 2.1 [ 3 ]  A graph G is an ordered triple (v(G), E(G), G ) consisting of a non 

empty set V(G) of vertices, a set E(G), disjoint from V(G), of edges, and an incident function 

G  that associates with each edge of G an unordered pair of vertices of G.  If e is an edge and 

u and v are vertices such that G (e) = uv, then e is said to join u and v.  The vertices u and v 

are called ends of e. 

Definition 2.2 [ 2 ]  A vertex v in a graph G is said to dominate itself and each of its 

neighbors, that is, v dominates the vertices in its closed neighborhood N[v].  A set S of 

vertices of G is a dominating set of G if every vertex of G is dominated by atleast one vertex 

of S.  Equivalently a set S of vertices of G is a dominating set if every vertex in V(G)-S is 
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adjacent to atleast one vertex in S.  The minimum cardinality among the dominating set of G 

is called the domination number and is denoted by )(G .  A dominating set of cardinality 

)(G  is then referred to as a minimum dominating set. 

Definition 2.3 [ 1 ] A set DV is a dominating set (strong dominating set[sd-set], weak 

dominating set[wd-set] respectively) of G if every vV-D is dominated ( strongly dominated, 

weakly dominated respectively) by some uD.  The domination number (strong domination 

number,weak domination number respectively) )(G  ( )(Gss   , )(Gww    

respectively) of G is the minimum cardinality of a dominating set (sd-set, wd-set 

respectively) of G. 

Definition 2.4 [ 4 ] A dominating set DV of a graph G is a split (non-split) dominating set 

if the induced subgraph <V-D> is disconnected (connected).  The split (non-split) domination 

number ))()(( GG nss   is the minimum cardinality of a split (non-split) dominating set. 

Definition 2.5 [ 4 ]  The domination number )(G is minimum cardinality taken over all the 

minimal dominating sets of G.  Let D be the minimum dominating set of G.  If V-D contains 

a dominating set 'D  then 'D  is called inverse dominating set of G with respect to D. 

Definition 2.6 [ 4 ] A co-edge split dominating set (CESD-set) of a graph G=(V,E) is a co-

edge split dominating set X of a graph G such that the edge induced subgraph <E\X> is 

disconnected and the co-edge split domination number )(' Gcs  is the minimum cardinality of 

the minimal co-edge split dominating set of G. 

Definition 2.7 [ 4 ]   A co-edge split dominating set X of a graph G=(V,E) is a co-edge non-

split  dominating set (CENSD-set) if the edge induced subgraph <E\X> is connected.  The 

co-edge non-split domination number )(' Gcens  is the minimum cardinality of the minimal 

co-edge non-split dominating set of G. 

NON-SPLIT DOMINATING SET 

Theorem 3.1   For any graph G , 

 )(' G )(' Gss  

 )(' G )(' Gsns  

Proof:  Since every strong inverse split dominating set of G is an inverse dominating set of 

G, we have  )(' G )(' Gss .  Similarly, every strong inverse non-split dominating set of G is 

an inverse dominating set of G, we have )(' G )(' Gsns . 

Theorem 3.2   For any graph G, 

 )(' G min{ ),(' Gss )(' Gsns } 

Proof:  Since every strong inverse split dominating set and every strong inverse non-split 

dominating set of G are the inverse dominating set of G, we have )(' G )(' Gss  and 

)(' G )(' Gsns  and hence                             )(' G min{ ),(' Gss )(' Gsns }.  
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Theorem 3.3   Let T be a tree such that any two adjacent cut vertices u and v with atleast one 

of u and v is adjacent to an end vertex then 

 )(' T )(' Tss  

Proof:  Let 'D  be a ' - set of T, then we consider the following two cases: 

Case(i):  Suppose that atleast one of u, v  'D , then < 'DV  > is disconnected with atleast 

one vertex.  Hence 'D  is a ss' - set of T.  Thus the theorem is true. 

Case(ii):  Suppose u, v 'DV  .  Since there exists an end vertex   adjacent to either u or v 

say u, it implies that       'D .  Thus it follows that ''' DD  - }{}{ u is a ' - set of T. 

Hence by case(i), the theorem is true. 

Theorem 3.4   Let G be a graph which is not a cycle with atleast 5 vertices.  Let H be a 

connected spanning subgraph of G then 

 (i) )(')(' HG ssss    

 (ii) )(')(' HG snssns    

Proof:  Since G is connected then any spanning tree T of G is minimally connected subgraph 

of G such that )(')(')(' HTG ssssss   .  In a similar way )(')(')(' HTG snssnssns   .  

Hence the proof. 

STRONG CO-EDGE SPLIT AND NON-SPLIT DOMINATING SETS 

Definition 4.1 [4]  A strong co-edge split dominating set (SCESD-set) of a graph G=(V,E) is 

a strong co-edge dominating set X of a graph G such that the edge induced subgraph <E\X> 

is disconnected and the strong co-edge split dominating number )(' Gscs  is the minimum 

cardinality of the minimal strong co-edge split dominating set of G. 

Definition 4.2    A strong co-edge  dominating set X of a graph G=(V,E) is a strong co-edge 

non-split  dominating set (SCENSD-set) if the edge induced subgraph <E\X> is connected.  

The strong co-edge non-split domination number is denoted by )(' Gscens  and it is the 

minimum cardinality of the minimal strong  co-edge non-split dominating set of G. 

Theorem 4.3    )(' G )(' Gscens  

Proof:   Since every SCENSD-set of G is and ED-set of G and hence the result. 

Theorem 4.4    )(' G min{ ),(' Gsces )(' Gscens } 

Proof:  Since every SCESD-set and SCENSD-set of G are ED-set of G, which gives )(' G

)(' Gsces  and )(' G )(' Gscens  and hence )(' G min{ ),(' Gsces )(' Gscens }. 

Theorem 4.5  A scensd-set X of G is minimal if and only if for each edge eX, one of the 

following conditions is satisfied. 
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i. There exist an edge f E\X such that }{)( eXfN  . 

ii. e is an isolated edge in <X> and 

iii.  )\()( XEeN  

Proof:  Let X be a SCENSD-set of G.  Assume that X is minimal.  Therefore, X-{g} is not a 

SCENSD-set for any gX.  Now to prove that any one of the above three conditions is 

satisfied.  On the contrary, if there exists and edge eX such that e does not satisfied any of 

the given conditions then }{' eXX  is an ED-set of G.  Also  )\()( XEeN  gives 

 '\ XE is connected.  This implies that 'X  is a SCENSD-set of G, which contradict the 

minimality of X.  This proves the necessity.  Conversely, for connected G if any one of the 

given three conditions is satisfied gives the sufficiency.  Next, we obtained a relationship 

between )(' Hscens and )(' Gscens , where H is any spanning connected subgraph of G. 

Theorem 4.6   For the graph G which is not a cycle graph with atleast 5 vertices, then 

)(' Gscens  )(' Hscens  where H is a spanning connected subgraph of G. 

Proof:  Since G is connected the any spanning tree T of G is the minimal connected subgraph 

of G such that )(' Gscens  )(' Tscens  )(' Hscens  and hence the result. 
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